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' ‘ My invention relates generally tosweater ‘driers 1 
and more particularly to. a drler‘comprising an: 

commodate sweaters of various‘ sizes.“ ‘ 
As is well known,‘ a sweater will ‘dry. approx-v ‘‘ 

iniately four. times as fast and with a much'bjetter ‘ 
. ?nish‘ if stretched! while ‘ drying to ‘allow air "to 
circulate‘ around‘ the individual ‘?bersofgthe 
sweater. Various devices havebeen‘d'evelopedto 
stretch sweaters while drying,_ but so far'astI am 
aware, they have‘ all‘ been cumbersome ‘or ,compli 
‘cated in structure. and‘ not particularly satisfac 
tory. It is consequently the maJ'Or objectjjof my 

expansibleframe, which'may ‘be adjusted-to ac- ‘ 

when‘ expanded a support of the proper shape for 
the sweater "being dried. d It wur ~be understood 
of ‘course thatwhile-metal wire is now deemed the 
preferred materiahwires made ofplastic' or‘ other . 

- resilient ‘material maybe used in‘mywinvention ‘ 
and arebroadlyincluded-in the ‘term wire as‘used . 
herein; The wire is ?rst bent orotherwise formed 

V upon itselfto‘ form‘ a?central section Jill‘; which‘ is ‘i 

ll 

invention to provide asweater drier which‘is -sim-‘ ‘ 
ple in construction and‘operation andTwhich is 

accommodate various ‘sizes 
of sweaters; 

‘ It'is also an object of my invention to provide a ‘ 
sweaterfdrier which cannot‘ ‘possibly?damage the 

‘ fabric‘ of a sweater andone, whiohlbecause 3of its 
adjustability, can be used: to either stretch‘ the 
sweater beyond its normal size orallowthe sweat.- “ ‘ 
erto shrink while drying,.these adjustments being 

‘ possible in either. direction.‘ 
One of the major advantages of myinvention 

is that the driercal'i be. inserted into a sweater 
having a sma11'neckandthen expanded be lit ‘the 
sweater and allow it totdry‘ injthe proper shape. 
Another ‘object of my‘_ invention, is to ‘provide’ a 

sweater drier which because o1? its simplicity“ in 
construction is very economical to‘make and can “ 
be sold for‘ a ‘relatively low price; so as to put ltd‘ 
within reachjof all who‘wish‘ tobuyi. _ 
Another. object of my “invention is‘ to provide a 

novel clamping means‘ for“ use in connection with‘ 
adjustable frames,.,whereby‘the adj ustment there 
of is simple ‘and sure.‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 

These and other objects of ‘my invention. will 
become apparent from the following description 

‘ of a preferred form thereof, and from the accom 
panying drawing in which: ‘ 
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Fig. 1 is a front elevation of my preferred form r 
of sweater drier, showing it in expanded posi- ‘i 

’ p tion inside of a sweater shown in dotted outline, 
Fig. 2 is a view similar to Fig. l, but showing 

the drier. in contracted position preparatory to I‘ 
being removed from the sweater shown about it in ‘ 
dotted ‘outline, and t t 

Fig. 3 is a perspective view showing the adjust 
able clamping bracket and supporting means for 
the drier. ‘ 

Referring now to the drawing, it will‘be seen 
that my drier comprises an expansible ‘frame 
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preferably formed‘of a single piece of relatively " 
heavy ?exible wire bent upon itself to provide .55 

preferably ‘straight ‘or 4 horizontal-,; assuming ; the 
drier to be normally‘ held in-‘a v'erticalplanéi The 
ends of the wire .beyondthe central?sectiongl'? 
extend upwardly“ to ‘the points il l jiandylrwhere 
theymare curved ‘outward-1y and "then brought in-“ 

‘ wardly. at the ‘points If?and 414,1 ‘respectively: 
Above thesepoints, the wires areagainr‘bent out 

‘ wardlyand then inwardly ‘towcrossijeach‘r other 
1 with their ends‘ 15 ‘and 1 8 terminating on-lopposite' 
sides. . The‘ vertical- lengths of;wire-,~each of which 
preferably follows a sinuous--path-asdescribed 
will‘ be herein generally 'referredto :asvthe resilie‘ 

‘ ent‘ legs‘ of the frame "which are joined "at their 
lower end by‘ the central‘ section 110;‘ the legs c'om- . 
prising _ shoulder " portions * I 1 “and 5| 33‘,’‘‘ waist - ‘por 
tions I9 ‘and 20,and foot portions-‘2' I ‘and-zzy‘re- ‘ 
spectively." . ‘ ‘ “ “ ‘ a ' i 

‘ Referring _,_now~ particularlyfto?Fig. 3,_ it- will'be ‘ 
seen‘ that I provide‘an inverted U-shaped‘resi-Ii- ‘ 
ent "clamping ‘bracket 2 3, the ‘branches of ‘which 
are slotted‘ "to" provide ‘individually compressible 
clamping elements: which I have indicated "as 24‘, 
24A and 25 and 25A,; Eachor the clamping-‘rele 
1ments ‘is’ provided‘ with an: aperture» adjacent ‘its 
lower endthroug-h'whieh oneii-‘end‘iiof theliwire 
framermayjbe passed‘. ‘The-wire portion: 216 which 
is’ the free- end'of Fthe sinuous leg‘ comprised-of the 
portionsll‘8yr2'll and 22;“ipasses1 through‘ theaper 
tures in the ?exibleicla‘mping' elements 24% and‘ 25?, 

‘ while the wire portion 21 which is the free end of 
the ‘vertical leg comprisedof the portions l1; l9 
and 2| passes through. the apertures in clamping 
elements 24A and 25A. ‘It will thus be seen that ‘ 
the sinuous legs cross each other at the top of the 
frame and since each top portion passes through 
only one set of clamping elements, each frame 

‘ leg is adjustable independently by merely com 
pressingthe lower ends of the clamping elements 
through which it passes. The ends of the wire‘ 
may be providedfwith protective coverings 28 and 

“ ‘ 29, respectively, so that‘ they‘will not injure the 
fabric of a sweater if they become engaged there- “ 
‘with, and suitable supporting means which may 
take the‘ form of a hook 30 may be‘ provided to 
suspend the frame from any suitable support. 
The operation of my device is as‘follows: 'As 

suming the frame to be in compressed condition 



2 
as shown in Fig. 2‘ with the shoulder sections l1 
and 18 at their innermost positions, and the free 
ends 26 and 2'! extended to their outermost posi 
tions, the frame is slipped down through the neck 
of sweater 40 until‘the central section I0 is ad 
jacent to or below the bottom of the sweater and 
the shoulder sections l1 and I8 of the frame are 
supporting the shoulders of the sweater. 
lower ends of the clamping elements 24 and 26 
are then compressed (i. e., moved in or squeezed 
towards each other) to free the wire portion 26 
and said wire portion is pushed outwardly 
through the apertures to expand the shoulder ‘ 
section I8 and waist section 20 to engage the 
sweater, 

which is then pushed outwardly to expand sec~ 
tions l1 and I9 to engage the other side of. they 
sweater and hold it ?rmly in drying position. In 
each case of course the resilient clamping ele 
ments are released as soon as thewire is in its 
proper position so that the wire portions are 
again clamped in position by frictional engage 
ment with the aperture walls. The frame has 
now assumed the position of Fig. 1 wherein it 
will be seen that it closely conforms to the desired 

‘ shape of the sweater‘ which is properly held 
thereon in position for most emcient drying. The 
frame can then be hung from a clotheslinelor 
other support by means of the hook 39 until the 
sweater is dry. 

If the sweater 40 is shorter than the frame, as 
shown in the drawing, and it'is desired to stretch 
it vertically, it is a simple matter to attach a piece 
of cloth or other material to the lower end of the 
sweater and fasten it to the central portion [0 
of the frame, thus pulling down on the sweater 
until the required tension has been exerted and 
the sweater is in the proper position for drying. 
Since sweaters when wet may be stretched con 
siderably and will retain their shape when dry, 
to stretch a sweater with my. device, it is merely 
necessary to expand the sinuous legs outwardly 
more than the, normal, amount to cause the 
sweater to assume a larger shape. Conversely, if 

- itis desired to shrink the sweater somewhat, the 
sinuous legs are not expanded any further than 
necessary to properly support the sweater which 
is then allowed to dry in semi-shrunken condi- \ 
'tion which it will substantially hold after it'has 
been removed from the frame. 
From the foregoing, it will be seen that I have 

provided a sweater drier which is fully capable 
ofattaining the advantages and accomplishing 
the objects previously stated, and while I have 
described a preferred form in considerable detail, 
it is, to be understood that, I do not wish to limit 
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Clamping elements 24A and 25A are 
then compressed to free the wire portion ll-Z'i ‘ 

2,378,922 
myself to the form or materials shown but intend 
to include all patentable equivalents thereof as 
de?ned in the appended claims. 

I claim as my invention: 
1. A sweater drier, which includes: a wire 

frame formed with a generally horizontal cen 
' tral section, a pair of upstanding body sections 
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formed to support a sweater, the upper portions 
of said wire passing each other so that the free 
ends thereof are on opposite sides, and a resilient 
U-shaped bracket having a central portion with a‘ 
pair of legs on each side thereof, each leg being 
provided with an aperture adjacent its lower 
end, opposed pairs of said apertures being adapt 
ed to receive opposite end portions of said frame 
and adjustably hold the same, whereby by com 
pression of opposed legs of said U-shaped brack 

V et, said free ends of said frame may be individ 
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ually adjusted to vary the shape thereof. 
2. Av sweater drier, which includes: a wire 

‘frame formed with a generally horizontal central 
section, a pair of upstanding body sections formed . 
to support a sweater, the upper portions of ‘said 
wire passing each other so that the free ends 
thereof are on opposite sides, and a resilient 
bracket having a central portion with a pair ‘"of 

, legs on each side. thereof, each leg being provided 
' with an aperture adjacent its lower end, opposed 
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pairs of said apertures being adapted to receive 
oppositeend portions of said frame and adjust 
ably hold the same, whereby by compression of 
opposed legs of said bracket, said free ends-of 
said'frame may be individually adjusted to vary 
the shape thereof. ‘ ' _ 

8. A sweater drier which includes: a wire frame 
with a generally,horizontal central section, a pair 
ofYupstanding body sections formed to support a 
sweater, the upper portions of said wire- passing 
each other so that the free ends thereof are on 
opposite sides; and a bracket having two pairs-of 
separate resilient clamping portions adapted‘ to 
separately clamp opposite end portions ,of said 
‘frame and adjustably hold the same, whereby 
said free ends of said frame may be individually 
adjusted to vary the shape thereof. 

4. A sweater drier which includes: a wire frame 
with a generally horizontal central section, apair 
of upstanding body sections formed to support 
a sweater, the upper portions of said wire passing 
each other so that the free ends thereof areon 
opposite ,sides; and a bracket having a central 
portion with a pair of resilient legs on each ~side 
thereof adapted to separately clamp opposite, end 
portions of said frame, whereby saidfreeends 
of said frame may be individually adjusted'to 
vary the shape thereof. , ‘ j 
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